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Abstract

tering into a register whenever a redundant storage takes place. As
a result, the internal power and the switching activity of the input
and output ports of the register cells get severely reduced. This selective blocking also reduces power in the downstream logic of the
blocked components, since the outputs of the blocked components
remain unaffected for a certain number of clock cycles.
Traditionally, RTL-based clock gating is performed manually.
With increasing design complexity, automatic clock gating tools
are getting integrated into the existing commercial synthesis flow.
These tools perform clock gating at RTL abstraction. The algorithms typically look for enable flags in the locality of storage elements or compute the observability of datapath blocks following the
storage element. For large datapath blocks, the computation of the
observability is demanding in nature and therefore, various approximate heuristics are used. The ADL-driven processor development
flow can leverage the architecture-specific knowledge to perform
highly effective clock gating, as we will show in this paper. Our
clock-gating mechanism is implemented on top of the RTL processor synthesis flow from the ADL LISA [11]. The benefits of the
ADL-based clock gating mechanism are evaluated using two modern pipelined embedded processors. The contribution of this paper
is to present:

Increasing complexity of cutting-edge applications for future
embedded systems demand even higher processor performance with
a strong consideration for battery-life. Low power optimization
techniques are, therefore, widely applied towards the development
of modern Application Specific Instruction-Set Processors (ASIPs).
Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) offer the ASIP designers a quick and optimal design convergence by automatically generating the software tool-suite as well as the Register Transfer Level
(RTL) description of the processor The automatically generated
processor description is then subjected to the traditional RTL-based
synthesis flow. Power-specific optimizations, often found in RTLbased commercial tools, cannot take the full advantage of the architectural knowledge embedded in the ADL description, resulting
in sub-optimal power efficiency. In this paper, we address this issue by describing an efficient and universal technique of automatic
insertion of gated clocks during the ADL-based ASIP design flow.
Experiments with ASIP benchmarks show the dramatic impact of
our approach by reducing power consumption up to 4100 percent
compared to naive RTL synthesis from ADL description, without
any incurred overheadfor area and speed.

* A generic ADL-based clock gating methodology
* A deterministic, low-complexity clock gating algorithm for
pipelined processors

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the daunting application complexity along with the
short design cycle for embedded ASIPs have paved the way for
ADL-based ASIP design solutions. ADLs [9] [2] [1] [3] [4] are employed to model the ASIP in a higher level of abstraction than traditional RTL, thereby evidently allowing the designer to deal with
much less complexity. Application developers, with this framework, can concentrate on the algorithmic aspects during the development of the ASIP. The Electronic System Level (ESL) tools
based on ADLs automatically generate industry-quality software
tools and an RTL description of the processor. The power-specific
optimization aspects are, however, lacking in current ADL-driven
ASIP implementation frameworks. For example, although deterministic clock-gating of the pipeline registers is a proven technique

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the previous work in this domain. Section 3 shortly discusses the basic
features of the ADL LISA. Section 4 describes the basic power optimization techniques. Section 5 elaborates and analyzes our case
study. We conclude with the summary and outlook.

2

Among automatic clock gating techniques, RTL-based automatic clock gating is currently the most dominant one. The approaches based on ADLs, while allowing a quick path to implementation, rarely have investigated the issue of tight power budget.
In the following subsections, both types of automatic clock gating
are discussed briefly.
RTL-based Automatic Clock Gating: In the current commercial tools, the gating signal i.e. the idleness conditions are detected
only within the locality of the sequential cells. The idleness extraction peformed by Kapadia et al. [6] uses an Observability Don't

during processor development using RTL [7], yet it is not utilized
during ADL-driven automatic RTL synthesis.
In principle, for low power optimizations the dynamic component of the power is controlled by blocking a portion of the design
from the general activity. Clock gating is a power-reduction technique based on the above principle, which disables the clock en-
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Care (ODC)-based algorithm. They avoided computation complexity by making a conservative approximation about the observability
of large datapath blocks. Babighian et al.[10] presented another
ODC extraction algorithm, which extends the existing commercial
approaches by a more precise detection of the idleness conditions.
The so called Deterministic Clock Gating (DCG) technique [7] tries
to exploit the basic pipeline behavior, in which the computation of
later pipeline stages are known beforehand. Pipeline Collapsing is
another method for reducing power in pipelined processors, which
makes the two or more stages transparent statically. An improved
clock-gating scheme [8] on top of the pipeline collapsing technique,
prevents the race condition between two stages by physically separating the wires.
ADL-based Automatic Clock Gating: Currently, the RTL generator GO [14], which is based on the nML [1], is the only ADLbased RTL synthesis framework known to contain power-specific
optimizations. Anyway, any detailed evaluation of these optimizations is not publicly available.

operations, with the elements being mutually exclusive. The elements are distinguished by a unique binary coding, forming the
coding tree in the target processor (see figure 1).

3.2

The behavior description of a LISA operation corresponds to
the datapath of the processor. Inside the behavior description plain
C code can be used. Resources such as registers, memories, signals
and pins as well as coding elements can be accessed in the same way
as ordinary variables. The behavior section of every LISA operation
is transformed into afunctional block in the RTL datapath.

4.

Top-level Design

In this section, a brief overview of the architecture description
language LISA is provided. The relevant language elements and
their corresponding mapping to a processor are discussed. It must
be noted that other ADLs e.g. EXPRESSION, nML - inherently
possess the same information i.e. our power optimization algorithms can be generically adapted to other ADLs as well.
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In LISA, an operation is the central element to describe the timing and the behavior of a processor instruction. The instruction may
be split among several LISA operations. The resources (registers,
memories, pins etc.) are declared globally in the resource section,
which can be accessed from any LISA operation.
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Figure 2. Structure of a Pipelined Processor
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Power Optimization Techniques

In this section, the general power optimization techniques applied during RTL processor synthesis from ADL are elaborated. At
the beginning, a typical pipelined processor structure is explained.
Then, the low power optimizations are discussed.

3. ADL Structure Overview
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Figure 3. Different Clock Gating Techniques

4.2 Register Clock Gating
Registers are written by functional blocks of the processor. A
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particular register, after registering a value, retains the value until a new input value overwrites it. However, the clock signal is
set to high at every cycle whether a new value is arriving or not,
therefore resulting into a high power dissipation. A simple clock
gating scheme as shown in figure 3, will perform a logical AND
between the gating signal and the clock signal in order to derive the
gated clock signal. The gating signal is generally derived from the
enable-write signal. The derivation of the gating signal is particularly important for its strong effect on the clock tree and designfor-testability. In the latch-based clock gating style, the gating signal is passed via a latch. Alternatively, the gating signal can be
directly taken from the enable-write signal in the latch-free clock
gating technique. The latch-based clock gating consumes the extra cost of a single-bit latch, but is reliable with timing constraints
and aids significantly towards achieving a glitch-free circuit. In our
work, latch-based clock gating is implemented. With the advantage
of the ADL-specific information, it is known to us which particular register is going to be written from any functional block. The
gating signal is, therefore, derived by performing a logical OR of
the enable-write signals available at the output of the driving functional blocks. For an array of registers, the precise determination
of the register also requires to take the address value into consideration. In that case, the gating signal is determined by comparing
the address value (address-write signal) with each register index in
presence of the high enable write signal. Once the clock gating is
performed, the dedicated enable-write signals for the clock-gated
registers can be removed, as the gated clock already takes the enable flag into account. This results into considerable area savings
(area of multiplexers in the feedback path).

4.3

Pipeline Controller

stage. This derivation is deteministic but, imprecise in nature. For
precise detection, the decoding of all the subsequent stages must be
done at every pipeline stage. The final consideration for the gating
signal is the bypass logic. If the pipeline register's instantiation in a
later stage is going to be read by a previous pipeline stage (to prevent data hazards), the writing must be allowed. To summarize, the
idleness conditions are:

i. The pipeline register is not read by a decodedfunctional block

.

of the next pipeline stage in the next cycle.

nothe
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stages.
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register, whic ting itte current

;i. The pipelineregister'sinstantiationinalaterstageisnotread
by any previous pipeline stage.

As can be observed in figure 4, the pipeline register operandl
(at DC/EX) is read by the subsequent stage EX's mul functional
block. If the decoding signal for mul is high in the current stage,
then the pipeline register operand] must be written. Later, in stage
WB, operand] is read by the functional block write-reg. Therefore, it must be ensured in the current cycle whether write-reg will
is linked
be executed after two cycles. As can be seen, write-reg
to the functional block move-reg in the stage EX. From this ADLspecific information, it can be concluded that write-reg will not execute unless move-reg is executed in the previous stage. Therefore,
the gating signal can be formed by a logical OR-ing of mul-decoded
and move-reg-decoded. Essentially, this gating signal detection for
the pipeline registers is a coarse-grained and low-complexity computation of the Observability Don't Care (ODC) using high-level
architectural information.

Pipeline Register Clock Gating

By the unconditional writing of pipeline registers in every clock
cycle, huge power is consumed in typical microprocessors. As explained in the DCG technique [7], an analysis of the pipeline stages
provides the key to understand the idle cycles beforehand. For
the generic pipelined processor, (refer figure 2) the DC stage decodes the instruction in order to steer the functional blocks in the
subsequent blocks. These decoding signals are carried forward in
pipeline latches in order to perform clock gating. In our implementation, as shown in figure 4 (the detailed connections are avoided for
simplicity), the decoder is distributed over the complete pipeline.
Only the decoding signal for the next stage iS derived
ed in athe current
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. the
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pipeline register
cycle
Thus,
the desired gating signal consists of the logical disjunction of the
reevn decoding
deodn signals.*'
signal.
relevant
A pipeline register may not be read in the next stage but still
can be alive. The liveness of the pipeline register is determined by
whether it is possibly read from any later pipeline stage. In that case,
the current write operation must be allowed to take place. However, for distributed decoding the forecast is available for one cycle,
Thus, the DAG of functional blocks from later stages is traced back
to determine the parent functional block in the subsequent pipeline
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5.

Case Study

Telwpwrotmztosdsusdi hsppraetse
with two different processors. The LEON3 processor [5] is a
SPARC V8 compliant architecture. A bubblesort algorithm and an
matrix
are employed as benchmark applcations. The second design, ICORE [13], is an ASIP dedicated for
Terrestrial Digital Video Broadcast (DVB-T) decoding. It is based
on a pipelined Harvard architecture implementing a set of general
purpose arithmetic instructions as well as specialized trigonometric operations. We took two applications performing trigonometric
calculations namely, cordicO 1 and cordicO2 running on this architecture. Both the LEON3 and the ICORE architecture have been developed using LISA. A brief summary of the architectures is shown
in the table 1.
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leverages the specific ADL knowledge about the pipeline, resulting into greater power reduction regarding pipeline register clock
gating than DC. In this case we benefit, because we derive the gating signal from the high-level architectural analysis of the pipelined
datapath. Table 2 also shows, that a combination of a technology
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Table 1. Summary of the Benchmark Architectures
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The LISA models were synthesized to obtain the RTL with and
without low power optimizations. For comparison with RTL-based
clock gating techniques, we used a commercial gate-level synthesis
tool (Synopsys Design Compiler) to perform the clock gating insertion. Finally, we combined our solution of ADL-based pipeline
register clock gating insertion with the pure register clock gating
insertion of the Synopsys Design Compiler. The automatically generated RTL description as well as the gate-level netlist are verified
through RTL and gate-level simulation using Synopsys VCS. The
power consumption of the architectures are measured on gate-level
with Synopsys PrimePower [12] on the basis of a 0. 13,um technology library.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an ADL-based low power optimization technique, which is of low-complexity and generically applicable to other prominent ADLs providing high-level architectural
information. Our case studies show up to 41% improvement in
overall power consumption. These results are better than currently
available industrial RTL-based clock gating techniques.
In future, we plan to explore ADL-based operand isolation techniques and the interaction of clock gating insertion with operand
isolation. Our future work will also include determining the effect of ADL-based clock gating on clock tree synthesis and possibly
guiding it with high-level directives.
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